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MEMORANDUM FOR: S. Pawlicki, Chief Materialf Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering

,

FROM: J. Halapatz, Materials Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering

SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION
RELATED GENERICALLY TO SENSITIZATION OF BWR
STAINLESS STEEL WELDMENTS

This memorandum addresses a DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION, identified by
the undersigned in accordance'with NRC Manual Chapter NRC-4125. The DIFFERING
PROFESSIONAL OPINIC1 relates to 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, General Design Criteria
1 and 4 and Appendix B, as addressed by Regulatory Guide 1.44, " Control of. -
the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steels." I.

:

Regulatory Position C.6 of R.G.1.44 states that welding practices and, if.
necessary, material composition shruld be controlled to avoid excessive
sensitization of base metal heat affected zones of weldments and that an
intergranular corrosion test should be perfonned for each welding procedure

'to be used for welding material having a carbon content greater than 0.03
percent.

Pmcess coatmls invoked in the welding of austenitic stainless steels applied
in NTOLS, such as taSalle and Shoreham, include the restriction of welding
heat input to 110,000 joules per inch maximum. The prevailing staff view is,
that with respect to weld heat input, this restriction is compatible with the
intent of R.G.1.44. It is the opinion of the undersigned that restriction
of welding heat input to 110,000 joules per inch maximum will not preclude
sensitization to the degree that the material will r7t pass intergranular
cormsion tests generally applied as acceptance crite. ia.

to
Reference is made4 question and response 122.11 on Docket No. STN 50-531
(251 GESSAR), which address a test program to which General Electric company
consnitted to demonstrate that severe sensitization would not occur in 304 SS
with carbon near the maximum of 0.08% and using the maximum of 110,000 joules /
inch heat input allowed by GE specifications. The test results do not support
the GE premise: materials welded with high heat inputs failed the test. In its
response to Q 122.11. GE makes the statement, " Tests by GE have shown that the
tests specified by ASTM A262 and A393 are useful for indicating sensitization
in only a very gross way, and that neither test provides a pmcise method of

.

| predicting susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in the BWR environment.
A method of detecting detafled subtle differences will be required to indicate

.

,

the cracking pmpensity. We are continuing to pursue alternate test methods
'

for measuring the degree of sensitization as part of an extensive program to
deal with the susceptibility of welded 304 stainless steel to stress cormsion
cracking."
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The undersigned concludes, therefore, that the intent of R. G.1.44 has not
been met in weldments ma& us~ing the heat inputs aliowed by GE specifications.

While NUREG-0313. Rev.1. " Technical Report onMaterial Selection and
Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Piping," (Generic Task A-42)
has been irvoked in the NRC licensing review process, the extent to

.

which it has been applied to the materials of components other than those
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is undetermined.

Absent the demonstrated compliance with the weldment sensitization assessment
criteria identified by R. G.1.44 and alternative criteria, which would
provide such assessment, the undersigned concludes that 10 CTR Part 50
Appendix A. GDC 1 and 4, and Appendix B have not been satisfied in the
case of BWR's. Pending the development of more defintive information,
therefore, the undersigned recomends that' the matter be identified in ',

y
BWR SER inputs as an open item.
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